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What is Qualitative Data Analysis (QDA)?

The systematic collection, organization 
and interpretation of unstructured data 
(e.g.interview transcripts, public 
documents, focus groups, open-ended 
survey questions)

After a close reading of the qualitative 
data, researchers will assign “codes” or 
themes to relevant quotes and/or 
sections of video/audio/images. 



What qualitative research is *not* 

Anything automatic is not qual. Qual = deep engagement

● Word counts/clouds (e.g. Voyant)
● Machine learning e.g. text mining, keyword extraction, 

sentiment analysis
● Artificial Intelligence e.g. predictive learning
● Mixed methods

○ Qual is *one part* of mixed methods (think square <> 
rectangle)



Why qualitative methods?

Used by a wide range of fields, such as anthropology, 
education, nursing, information science, psychology, 
sociology, history, and user experience (UX) /marketing. 

Qualitative data is varied: observations, interview or focus 
group transcripts, public or archival documents, memos, 
jottings, media (newspapers, magazines, tweets), visuals and 
more. 



Why qualitative methods?

Qualitative methods can generate rich, detailed data that 
leave cultural contexts and individuals’ perspectives intact 
allowing for deeper understanding of phenomenon. 

Answers questions that quantitative studies cannot. 

Helps researchers understand the “why”. 



How QDA works 
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QDA Tools Comparison

Software Platforms Cost Feature Set

NVIVO Windows, Mac $1,399 Coding, Aggregation, Query, Visualisation, Stats

MaxQDA Windows, Mac $635 Coding, Aggregation, Query, Visualisation, Stats

Atlas.TI Windows, Mac $1,290 Coding, Aggregation, Query, Visualisation

Qualcoder Linux, Windows (beta) Free Coding, Aggregation, Query

Qcoder (R) All OS’s Free Coding, Aggregation, Query; access to R pkgs

Taguette All OS’s & browser Free Coding, Aggregation, Query



Why FLOSS QDA Tools?

- Equity: Under-resourced disciplines, research topics and 
geographic areas often do not have the resources to 
support paying for these tools. 
- Default to analog methods or spreadsheets. 
- Makes analysis unavailable to other researchers. 

- Lock in: Export options vary across paid platforms. This 
can lock researchers into a platform with no alternatives. 



Why FLOSS QDA Tools?

- Complexity: Many paid QDA packages have a lot of 
extras and add-on’s that overwhelm newcomers
- Basic functionality of qualitative textual coding is often 

all that’s needed.  

- Standardization: Emerging initiatives to create 
codebook/project standards. 
- Open codebooks make it easier to share and build on 

existing research.   



The Challenges for FLOSS QDA packages

Technology

- Researcher collaboration/intercoder reliability
- Version control and track changes 

Culture

- Data privacy concerns (both with their own + open data)
- GUIs, training and easy setup 



Open Initiatives in Qual

Past FLOSS QDA initiatives (now defunct): 

RQDA (2016), KH Coder (2015), Coding Analysis Toolkit (CAT) 
(2010)

Qualitative Data Repository: new & safe publishing of qual data 
run out of Syracuse University

● Annotation for Transparent Inquiry initiative “facilitates 
transparency in qualitative research by allowing scholars to 
‘annotate’ specific passages in an article.” w/ links to data!

https://qdr.syr.edu/
https://qdr.syr.edu/ati


A note on the Rotterdam Exchange Format Initiative
Huge collab to develop open formats to encourage interoperability in qual tools!

Projects
Codebooks

https://www.qdasoftware.org/


Qual needs more equitable access to software!

The software options for qualitative researchers are far too expensive. 

The basic ability to perform qualitative analysis of textual data should be easily 
available in a GUI.

It's not right or fair that qualitative researchers without massive 
research funds cannot afford the basic software to do their 
research.



One approach….qcoder

A team at the rOpenSci Unconference developed 
a prototype. Still in development. 

Goal was a lightweight, open source, textual 
qualitative data coding package. 

Wanted to be able to link qual research with 
existing R quantitative packages. 

- Text mining and sentiment analysis



qcoder

Uses RStudio and Shiny to create an 
interactive front end interface for users 
to code textual data. 

Supports .doc, .docx, .txt files. 

Data remains local. 

 



Coding



Next for qcoder

Challenges: 

- Requires knowledge of R and of the Rstudio interface. 
- Not easy to collaborate yet. 
- Need to support more file types. 

GitHub under rOpenSciLabs https://github.com/ropenscilabs/qcoder 

We are looking for collaborators and funds for development. Also working 
with CS students to further develop the package this summer. 

https://github.com/ropenscilabs/qcoder


Another approach...TAGUETTE
● Like “baguette” but with a “t” -- a play on the phrase “tag it!”

● You can install Taguette:
○ Locally on your desktop/laptop, no matter the operating system!
○ On a server for collaborative work (e.g. by University IT, a data security 

center...oneself!)

● You can also use Taguette for free on our server: app.taguette.org

● The development of Taguette takes place 100% openly on GitLab: 
gitlab.com/remram44/taguette 

https://app.taguette.org/
https://gitlab.com/remram44/taguette


Features of TAGUETTE
● Import PDFs, Word 

docs, Text files (.txt), 
HTML, EPUB, MOBI, 
Open Documents 
(.odt), and Rich Text 
Files (.rtf).

● Highlight & tag text
● Backlight!
● Export options for 

every view in the tool,
        including your codebook/dictionary
● Group work including adding users with varying permissions and real-time collaboration*

 *when installed on server or app.taguette.org 

https://app.taguette.org


Technical approach to building TAGUETTE
● Multi-platform desktop application for 

individual use (single-user mode)
● Installable on a server for collaborations 

in real-time!
● Built using Python 3 and Calibre, the 

FLOSS e-book manager
○ Calibre is used to convert 

uploaded materials to HTML
○ wv library for old .doc files

● All data is stored in SQLITE database 
by default, can be changed to other 
DBs as folks want



Community outreach & support for TAGUETTE
● Detailed documentation with images 

explicitly showing all features/capabilities
○ taguette.org/getting-started.html

● Open educational materials and 
presentations for Taguette on the Open 
Science Framework
○ osf.io/xdszm/

● Inbox where we triage with users directly 
(if not on GitLab)
○ hi@taguette.org 

● Twitter for announcements +  help:
○ @TaguetteProject

https://www.taguette.org/getting-started.html
https://osf.io/xdszm/
mailto:hi@taguette.org
https://twitter.com/TaguetteProject


Multilingual support & supporting scholars abroad

● Sarah DeMott presented Taguette to social science scholars in Vietnam and 
Syria, and next Algeria!
○ Users in these sessions were able to upload their own materials and get 

started right away! In any language! For free!



Questions? Thank you!

Summary:

1. Qualitative research has 
traditionally been 
pencil-and-paper or dominated 
by super locked-down, super 
expensive proprietary software

2. As such, only elite institutions 
can access QDA software

3. This is not fair!!!
4. Qual researchers need FLOSS; 

and we are trying to fix that gap

Read more and try out our tools! 

❖ Qcoder: github.com/ropenscilabs/qcoder 
❖ Taguette: taguette.org 

Get in Touch!

★ hi@taguette.org && @TaguetteProject

★ victoriaisteeves@gmail.com && 
@VickySteeves

★ bduckles@gmail.com && @bduckles
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